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COLLECTION NOTE

This collection features a video tape recording of “Thumbpicking Tradition Talk” by Bill Lightfoot and Eddie Pennington at Western Kentucky University on 17 April 1996. The video was recorded by folklorists Bob Gates. Thumpicking is a type of plectrum most commonly used for playing bluegrass style banjo and guitar music. Unlike flat guitar picks, which are held between the thumb and finger, thumbpicks clip onto or wrap around the end of the thumb.

SHELF LIST

BOX 1 THUMBPICKING Tradition Talk 1996 2 items
Folder 1 Inventory 1 item
Folder 2 Videotape of talk 1996 1 item
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This collection features a video tape recording of “Thumbpicking Tradition Talk” by Bill Lightfoot and Eddie Pennington at Western Kentucky University on April 17, 1996.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Gates, Robert J., b. 1951 – Relating to Guitar – Methods
Lightfoot, William Edwin “Bill”, b.1940 (Informant)
Pennington, Eddie (Informant)
Thumbpicking
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